1. INTRODUCTION
Experimentalstudies of extendedweatherprediction
mere discussed in a previous paper (Miyakoda et al. 1969)
for two test samples. I n the present article, on the other
hand, 12 minter cases are treated and 2-week forecasts are
made for each case wit.h the same model. The forecasts
are verified stat,istically against observed data for the collective resultas. It is of special concern whether the practical limit of deterministicprediction
of cyclone-scale
1 week or
features based on this model isshorterthan
whether it exceeds 10 days or 2 weeks.
The hemispheric model is generally considered appropriate for forecasts less than 10 days. Beyond the 8th day,
t,he art,ificial lateral boundary a t t,he Equator begins to
distortthe flow patternsinthemidlatitudes,andthe
damage appearsserious beyond t,he 12th day (Baumhefner
1971, Xliyakoda et al. 1971). Because of thisdefect
as well RS other less obvious shortcomings of the 1967
model, one should look a t the present results with some
reservation. In other rl-ords, this prediction does not represent by any means the ultimate limit of predictability.
However,this studymay indicat’e a t leastthe lowest
bound of thepracticalpredictability.
The analysis,the
culmination of 4 yr of work requiringaconsiderable
amount of manpower andcomputer. time, is thefirst
attempt at a statistical examinatmion of the Geophysical
FluidDynamicsLaboratory(GFDL)
model. Perhaps,
thisresultmay
be takenasabenchmarkforfuture
comparisons.
Part I of this paper analyzes the atmospheric motion of
the forecast and the
observed winter cases, part I1 will
concern the model performance in summer cases, part I11
1
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will include the verification of precipitation forecasts, and
part IV will analyze dynamic characteristics manifested
by this model’s atmosphere.

2. PREDICTIONMODEL
The basicequations
used in this study have been
described inpapersby
Smagorinsky et al. (1965) and
Manabe et al. (1965). I n particular, the model usedfor
experiment 3 in Miyakoda et al. (1969) ismorenearly
like the one used here. The only difference is that the
coefficient for horizontal eddy viscosity is ko=0.25 instead
et al.
of 0.4, based on the test mentionedinMiyakoda
(1971).
The model is hemispheric and has an N=40 horizontal
grid resolution (the grid size is about 270 km in midlatitudes), where N is the number of gridpoints between
the pole and the Equator for the Cartesian coordinates on
the stereographic projection map. There are nine vertical
levels (the lowest level is 991 mb and the highest level is
9 mb). The mountains are included, the January normal
sea-surface temperature is specified, the lateral boundary
is a t the Equat~or, and the so-called “free-slip and insulated mall” is assumed. Further details are given in the
papers previously cited andin apaper by Miyakoda
(1971). Execution time of the model is 12 hr for a 1-day
forecast with the UNIVAC 1108 computer.2

3. CASES
Just how many samples are required to assure statistically sound results is debatable. Based on recommendations by Gilman (1968), on the practical constraint of the

* Mention of a wmmmial prodnct does not constitute an endorsement.
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TABLE
1.-Cases used

in this study

Initial day (1200 GMT)

1964
Jan. 9,
Jan. 18,1964
Jan. 2, 1965
Jan. 17,1965
Jan. 4, 1966
Jan. 17,1966

1967
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
1968 Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

7,
22,1967
2, 1968
13,
1, 1969
13,1969

availability of data and resources and on the limitation
of ourpatience, we decided totake 12 samples. These
cases are all for January(table l ) , and two cases are
selected from each year.
The geopotential
height,
temperature,
wind, and
humidity for the initial conditions were prepared for the
Northern
Hemisphere
north of 15'N latitude at 11
mandat,ory levels (1000, 850, 700, 500, 300, 200, 150, 100,
50,30, and 10 mb).The gridpoint data were analyzed
by the "current" National Meteorological Center (NMC)
objective analysis scheme. Moisture analysis at three
upper levels was furnished by 0. Fuller of N,MC. The
initialization of thedata is based on the conventional
technique described briefly in Miyakoda et al. (1969).

4. COMPARISON WITH OBSERVED DATA
The project is aimed first at evaluating the competence
of the prognostic model, second, a t improving our understanding of the dynamics of winter systems in mid- and
high-latitudes,andthird,
a t trying to detectdistortions
in the numerical solutions. I n designing the verification
scheme, me kept these purposes in mind.
The model solutions maybe
decomposed into two
(1) a climatological (or general
major
components:
circulation) component; that is, the time-mean state, and
(2) a transientcomponent.
Therefore, we divide the
verification also into two aspects; the model time-mean
state nil1 be discussed in section 5 , a.nd thetransient
state will be treat.ed in section 6. The skill scores will then
be calculated. Generally speaking, the overall. skill of a
prognostic model should be judged from the results of its
total performance. In other words, there seems to be no
single verification score that gives a correct index of the
overall simulationcapability(Brierand
Allen 1951).
There area number of variables describing the atmospheric
features, and we used several verification measures that
define the characteristics of these features.
Another important measure of skill is the verification
of spectral components. Since the dynamicalcharacteristics of the tropospheric westerlies depend strongly
upon the scale of the disturbances, one must examine the
predictability with respect to each scale. Near the end of
thispaper, the dynamicsand the performance of the
model are treated in terms of wave number.
The observed data forverification, which cover the
ensuing 2-week period in each case, were obtained from
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FIGURE
1.-Meridional cross-section of (A) predicted temperature
(OK) and (B) temperature
error
(OK); that is, t,he predicted
temperature minus t,he observed.

the NMC analysis except that some of thegridpoint .
moisture data were calculated by the Welsh (1968)
objective analysis scheme. The observed data are limited
to north of 15'N latitude.

5. GENERAL C~RCULAT~ON
FEATURES
The atmospheric variables that represent fundamental
necessarily identical
features of time-mean state(not
with the model climatology) in
this
experiment
are
discussed. Theyare averaged temporallyover 10 days
for each experiment, and the ensemble average over six
or 12 cases is t.hen taken. In some instances, variables are
also averaged zonally over 360' of longitude. It is convenient to explain here the time-mean procedure of this
study. The timemeanismade
over the 10 daysfrom
day 4 through day 14 in each prediction period at 24-hr
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Figure 1 shows the meridional cross-section of predicted
t,empernt,ureand the difference betweenpredictedand
observed temperatures,
both
averaged
zonally
and
temporally for six cases.
We haveshownonlyt'hepredicted
temperaturein
figure 1A because the predictedand
observeddistributionsarevery
close toeachother,making
visual
the
discrimination difficult. However, if one. looksat,
temperature difference (fig. lB), it isobvious thatthe
lower thanthe
predicted temperature is, ingeneral,
observed temperature
except
near
the
surface;
t,he
escessive cooling is particularly pronounced in the polar
stratosphere. This defect has long been known. According
to a more recent study, this tendency is found
only in
thewinter
in the hemisphericmodel. Inthesummer,
the t)rndencyis just t'he opposite; thepredict.ed atmosphere
is \\-tumer. One may postulate that the cause of these pronounced differences between
observed
and
predicted
temperature is the prohibition of hemispheric interaction.
A global prediction esperiment(Miyakodaetal.
1971)
rrrenlecl that, despite some validity of the above poshis still lower thanthe
late,thecomputedtemperature
observed inthewinter
hemispherictroposphere. In the
stratosphere, however, the global
model
computes
a
substant.inllyimproved temperature,althoughthepolar
region of the winter stratosphere is still excessively cold.

Zonal Wind
c

LATITUDE
The nleridional cross-section of the zonal wind is
fl.--Meridional
cross-sections of observed and predicted
shown in figure 2. The wind is averaged in the same way FIGURE
zonal wind (m/s). The regions of westerlies with intensity greater
fts the temperature. Overall, the observedandpredicted
than 30 m/s are hatched and easterlies are shaded. Extreme
zonal wincis coincide well. It is important, however,
values are plotted.
to noteseveraldiscrepancies.
The predictedsubtropical
jet at thetropopause
level is more intense thanthe
observed jet,. This feature mny be related to the vertical
Eddy Kinetic Energy
trnnsfer of momentum(Lilly 1972). The 1967 version
motlel we used in this study did not
include any effect
The definition of eddy kinetic energy, KE,is given by
of vertical diffusion for momentum abore t,he 700-mb
the tropolevel. Also, the observed winterwesterliesin
sphere a t high latitude, say65'-75'N, has another intensit'y
is associatedwith
thepolar
maximum,andthispeak
front,nl zone, as indicat,ed by PalmCn and Newton (1969). where u ' = u - ~ and d=v-"o, u and v are the eastward
The predict,ed intensity of thesetropospheric westerlies and the northward eddy components of the wind vector,
is too weak.
respectively, and p is the air density. The bar notation
Anotherdiscrepancybetweenobservation
and pre- denotes the zonal average with respect to the longitude,
X, while the primed
variables
(t,he
eddies)
are
the
dictionisfoundin
thelatit,udinalposition
of thesubtropical jet;the observed jet is at 36'N, whereas the deviations from the zonal means.
predicted is at, 39'X. In another paper, l l i p k o d a et, a1.
The meridional cross-section of K E shown in figure 3
(1971) notedthat, t,he posit.ion of the jet is influenced was obtained by the same averaging process as was used
by the horizont,nl p i d resolution of the model.
or zonal wind. The figure
to
obtain
the
temperature
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Geopotential Fields
Hemisphericmeanmaps
of 1000-, 500-, and 50-mb
geopotential heights are computed both for the observed
(zobs) and
the
predicted
fields (zPred),averaged
over
4-14 days in 12 cases (figs. 4-6). The height differences;
.
that is, thepredictedminustheobservedgeopotential,
are also shovn ( ~ Z = Z ~ ~ ~ - Z ~ , The
, ~ ) .observed mean 1000and 500-mb mapsare similar totheJanuarynormal
mapsbyCrutcherandJenne
(1970) (notshownhere),
indicating that the sample numbers taken in
t,his study
are sufficiently large for calculating mean maps.
The height errors in this experiment are by no means
small; the masimn are more than 100, 150, and 350 m for
1000-, 500-, and 50-mb fields, respectively. Theyare
roughly composed of two modes: one is concentric around
the pole, and the other is of zonal n-ave numbers 2 and 3
for high and middle latitudes, respectively. The latitudinal
distribution of errorisquitesystematic;themodes
of
errorare,fromtheEquatortothepole,lower,higher,
lower, antl higher. These features are consistent vith the
fact,s thatthecalculatedsubtropicaljetst'reamistoo
intenseanditslatitudinalpositionisshiftedpoleward.

6. TRANSIENT CIRCULATION FEATURES
The prediction of the 2-week variation of atmospheric
disturbances will be discussed incomparisonwithobserved d a h foreachday
of thesameperiod.Thedisturbances we are concerned with are broad scale; that, is,
larger than 1000 km in horizontal scale.

New Generation Cyclones
A detailed survey was made of t'he daily observed and
prognostic surface maps with respect, to the behavior
of
c
cyclones. For 11 winter forecasts (one case was omitted)
UTITUDE
of 2 weeks each, all of the individual cyclones are tracked
FIGURE
3.--Meridional sections of observedandpredictededdy
kinetic energy (10-5 J . 0111-3). The maxima are plotted.
onthe 1000-mb geopotentialmap,andthegeneration,
disappearance, splitting, antl merging of the cyclones are
investigated. Figure 7 is thecollected result, which includes
the generation (smallcircles) antl splitting (small triangles)
clearlyindicates that the model eddykineticenergyis
as well as the mean tracks of cyclones. The areas of high
is
weaker than the, observed.Thecomputedintensit)density of cyclone t,racks are indicated by shading.
lower by 25 percent. Miyakoda e t al.(1971) mentioned
The major tracks are as follows: Track A is located in
in the st,udy of nonlinear viscosity that, if the viscosity
C is in
the
North Pacific, B is in theKorthAtlantic,
coefficient is reduced to 0.10 (0.25 in the present study),
D
is
over
the
Mediterranean
Sea.
The
the
Arctic,
antl
t,he predictedratio
KzIKE is close tothe
observed
value, K, being the zonal mean kinetic energy. Reduction most favorable regions of cyclone generation and splitting
of t.he coefficient, is difficult, however, because the solution are (A') in the westernPacific near Taiwan, (A") south
(B') overthe Gulf of Mexico
of theHawaiianIslands,
becomes computationally unreasonable(a lot of wiggling).
(B") inthe lee of theRocky
andtheCaribbeanSea,
The study also showed t,hat even with the same viscosity
Mountains, (H) over Baja California, (G') off the Afric.an
coefficient (K0=0.25), KE is increased 20 percentby
coast,, (C') west of the Scandinavian Peninsula, antl (D')
increasing the horizontal grid resolut~ionto N=80, which intheJlediterraneanSea,
part.icularlyoverItaly.The
leavesonly 5 percentunderestimat.ion of KE fromthe
cyclones in region H do not, move much. Those in region
a higherresolution
observed. Theimprovementwith
G' are not easily recognized in t.he observation.
model is particularly pronounced near the polar frontal
Overall agreement between observation and prediction
zone.
is good,althoughindividualt.racksdonotnecessarily
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investigators have even considered condensation heating
due to small-scale convection (Nitta 1964). (See also the
synoptic
analysis
of Matsumoto e t al. 1970.) These
theories predict that cyclones develop in the lower atmosphere if the Richardson number is small enough.

Root-Mean-Square Error in Geopotential Height
The root-mean-square (rms) error is defined by ~ E ( B z ) ~ ,
where 8 z = ~ p ~ ~ and
~ - ~E ,is~ the
~ ensemble mean (eq 6).
The averaging period is from 4 through 14 days for 12
winter cases. Figure 8 is for the rms error of 1000-mb geopotential height. The distribution is quite different from
the mean error [i.e., E(&)]in figure 4. The large values of
rms error are found over the oceans, particularly over the
Aleutian Islands and Iceland. These locations correspond
to the frequent paths
of cyclones. This figure indicates
that the skill score in terms of rms error is quite different
from place to place.

Temperature Error Development
To get anidea how the error grows during the course of
the 2-week prediction, we computed the rms temperature
error, &!3(6T)Z,as a function of time and vertical level
based on six cases (fig. 9). Conspicuously, temperature
FIGURE
&-The rms height error, dE(az)2,for the 1000-mb level. errors originated in the boundary layer and lower tropoThe contour interval is 30 m.
sphereandspreadupward.
Thestratosphereandthe
tropopause levels areadditional sources of temperature
error. Note (dashed lines in fig. 9) that the tendency of
coincide well after 7 days. More new generat’ion cyclones error growth resembles that of the inherited error in the
are predicted thanare observed. In both observed and study of “predictability” (Smagorinsky 1969). The pracpredict.ed maps, a new cyclone is often born when a trough tical errorobtainedin
the present study is far larger,
passes aloft. In the forecast, thecyclones tend to be blocked
however, than the hypothetical error in the predictability
by Greenland.
study. Calculations of the latter error are based upon two
The predicted 1000-mb geopotent,ial map (fig. 4) innumerical integrations of the circulation model. I n one,
cludes an excessively large amount of wiggling. This is
probably due to (1) a defect in the finite differencing in the (observed) init,ial data is regarded as the true state.
field is conthe sense that the dispersive character of truncation error I n theother,thetrueinitialtemperature
taminated by a hypothetical 0.5’ rrns random error.
is not controlled strongly enough and (2) the “parameterized convec,tion” process. Another point is that erroneous
The horizontal
distribution
of temperature
error,
cold spots appearalong the coastas reported and explained ,/E(sT)*,at the 500-mb level, based on 12 cases, is disby Xfipkoda et al. (1969).
played in figure 10 for the 2-week period. For the sake of
The cyclone tracksandgenerationareas
show- here convenience, the 2 weeks are divided into three periods
were previously described by PalmCn and Kew-ton (1969) in thefollowing way. The first part is 1-4 days, the second
and Petterssen (1956). The present results roughly coin- is 6-9 days, and the third is 11-14 days. Figure 10 emphacide withtheirresults.The
only differences are that
sizes a number of interesting and noteworthy points:
Petterssen (1956, p. 267) gives additional areas of cyclone
1. Thetemperature.error is largerin the middle latitudes than
generation nort’h of India and over Greenland,Palm6n
and Newton (1969, p. 95) have track D going to Persia in the low and high latitudes.
2. In the first 4-day period, the errors resemble the rrns error of
andIndia,
and Yetterssen (1956) does not she\\-. the
geopotential height at 1000 mb (fig. 8) and are found over the oceans,
generation area off Hawaii.
Greenland,andSiberia,
suggesting that the error is primarily
Some recent works on frontal inst,abilit,y are relevant to produced in the data-void areas.
3. In the second 4-day period,t.hepositionsoflargeerrorarea
the generation mechanism of medium-scale cyclones
(scale length of 1000 km or less). Although reminiscent of are shifted eastward, and the errors tend to develop further downTheareasoferror
development appear to correspond to
the Norwegian polar frontal theory, these works are pri- stream.
the areas of high frequency of cyclone paths. In this model, the
marily dynamically oriented (e.g., Eliasen 1960, Orlanski error growth downstream from Greenland is particularly large, the
1968, Stone 1966, Tokioka 1970, Gambo 1970), and some maximum error being 14.3O C .
”
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experiment

by Smagorinsky (1969).
4. I n thethird period, the errors are spreadalong thelatitude
The error of geopotential height, 2 , is given by
circles in the middle latitudes. The large errordownstreamfrom
Greenland in the second period is advected further downstream and
sz(t)=z,(t)-z,(t)
(1)
dispersed. The major error areas are located over the west coast of
Canada and the United States (11.6" C), over the Aleutian Islands
(10.8' C ) , east of Japan(10.2~ c), over the Scandinavian Peninsula where Z p ( 2 ) and ~ t ( t ) are the predicted andthetrue
(10.2' C), east of Canada (lO.O' C), over the Iceland area (9.8" c), (observed) values of height at the prediction time, t ,
and west of Lake Baikal in Siberia (8.5' C).
rdspectively. The anomaly
is
defined by

Figure 11 illustrates a different aspect of the evolution
dE(6T ) 2 ,
of temperature error. The rms temperature error,
for the latitudinal belt between 35' and 45'N is presented
in the longitude-time diagram. The eastward shift of the
temperatureerrorwith
time is clearly demonstratedin
this figure. The speed of movement is about 10' longitude
per day.

applies
where z, is the normal height. Thisformula
both to observed and predicted values. Let us next define two kinds of averages. One type is the spatial average;
that is,

7. VERIFICATION SCORES
Verification scores aretakento
assess the degree of
simulation by the model, thereby enabling one to analyze
the model bias and to investigate the nature of the prediction error.

Measures
The measures of skill used are the standard deviation
of error, the correlation coefficient between the observed
and the predicted time change of height from the initial
value, the correlation coefficient between the observed
andthepredictedheightanomaly,and
the correlation
coefficient between the observed and
the
predicted
Laplacian of height anomaly.

where X,is an arbitrary variable at the gridpoint i, m is
themap scale factor for the stereographicprojection,
and Z is the summation operator. Except for mountain
areas in the lower troposphere, the summation is made
over all gridpoints north of 20'N on the grid with N=40
resolution. Thetotalnumber
of points at one level is
2,453. The second type of average is an ensemble mean
for a sample of 12 winter cases; that is,
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predicted height from the normal, which does not generally
vanish.
For convenience of discussion, it is assumed that

where X z is, for a particular ninter case, 1.
Thus, the standard deviation
of error is
dev.=,/(62-G)z
stand.

(5)

The rms error is
rms=

and

j z .

D z p z , ( t )=o

Dz&, ( t )=o

(15)

and

For comparison, two auxilliary measures are used. One
concerns the persistence; that is,

where z,(O) is the initial condition, and
persist. 2 = ~ , / { z , ( t ) - z , ( o ) - [ z , j t ) ” z , ( 0 ) ] } ~ .

where w is the intensity of anomaly, which we assume is
not a funct,ion of 1.
With these assumptions, one can readily shorn that, for
t”,a ,
n o m . 1 + w,
.-

(8)

and
The other concerns the normal; that is,
where
norm. I = E , / ~
and
Thismeans that the persistence error at itsasymptotic
level is &itimes larger than that of the normal (ThompThese two measures indicate the rms error or the standard son 1961, Doos 1970) and that the rms can be larger than
deviation of error for two types of “no-skill forecasts”; persistence.
values will not change,
the first predicts thatintital
Likewise, for t-+ 03, one can have
while the other predicts the climatological (normal) value.
correl . anom .+O
Another group of scores involves correlation coefficients.
and
(19)
The correlation for the anomaly is given by
(11)
Another correlation coefficient is for the time change
from theinitialvalue;
that is,

This shows that the correlation for time change approaches 0.5 if q = O and tends to be lower than 0.5 if p f O ,
where q # 0 means that the model climatology has a systematic bias.

Scores for Geopotential Height
For the January normals, we used the statistical results
of CrutcherandJenne
(1970) for the troposphere and
As an auxiliary score, the correlation for persistence is Finger (1971) for the stratosphere.
taken and is defined by
Figure 12 shows the standard deviation of height errors
Apparent,ly, many
for 1000-, 500-, and 50-mblevels.
meteorologists prefer this score or the corresponding r m s
error score, althoughthere is still some questionas to
which verification score is most suitable. The results of
Readers may refer to Brierand Allen(1951) for inter- 12 cases based on eq (5) are plotted in figure 12, and the
pretation of these scores andfor
the pitfalls intheir
area between the envelopes for these points, excluding
application.
one highest and one lowest point a t the respective abscissa,
is shaded. The thick line in the middle is the ensemble
Relations
mean, E (stand. dev.).
The figures include curves of persistence [eq (S)] and the
As known to those who are acquainted with verification
normal
[eq (lo)] for the sake of comparison. The relation
statistics, these scores are not independent of each other.
between
the persistence and the normal curves indicated
Let us write
by
[eq
(17)]
is seen to be roughly valid. The value of the
Zr(t)=Ze+AZt(t)
(14)
curve
normal
is I/* times
asymptotic
value
the
of the
and
\ ,
zp(t)=za+D~pSAzp(t).
persistence curve. The persistence increases
curve
continuously for the 2-week period, and it does not level off
U tis the anomaly, and Dzp is the systematic bias of the even a t the end of 2 \\reeks.
December 1972 1 Miyakoda,Hernbree, Strickler, and Shulrnan 1 845

The 1000-mb standard deviationcurve
crosses the
normal
curve
a
t
the
3d
day
but
does
not
reach
the level of
130persistence until the7thday.
On theotherhand,the
120--=
standard deviation curve a t 500-mb is always lower than
lmPorsistenco
persistence for the2-week period, and i t crosses the normal
10090curve
at the 5th day.It may be argued whether or not prea
2w 80- . ..-.+-.“-.
diction skill continues beyond the 5th day at 500-mb. We
70tend to think thatskill still exists; thisview is supportedby
Moan
\Normal
60another score that will be shown later. The 50-mb standstand. dov.
50[”””-”--ard deviation is always higher than the persistance level.
It is interesting to note that the score becomes slightly
better at 4-6 days relative to persistence. This tendency
is also noticed in thecorrelation coefficients, as will be seen
later. Perhaps this is related to the “initial adjustment”;
10
OMeters
O A
DAY 5
namely,a considerable discrepancy between theinitial
condition and the model solution isproduced partly by the
incomplete initialization and partly by the model bias in
thestratosphere.Fromthe
standpoint of thestandard
180
deviation relat,ive to persistence, the stratospheric prediction looks bad. At the same time, however, the model was,
to a certain extent, capable of simulating the circumpolar
vortex breakdown in the minter stratosphere (Miyakoda
e t al. 1970).
/
stand. dev.
Figure 13 shows the correlations for anomalies of the
Normol
1000-, 500-, and 50-mb height,s [eq (ll)].As in figure 12,
the area between the envelope for 10 cases is shaded,
and persistence [eq (13)] is also indicatedfor reference.
The correlation at 1000 mb becomes zero at the 9th day,
but the curve crosses persistence on the 6th day. For the
500-mb correlations,themean of the 12 cases starts at
40
0.9, decreases monotonically, and dropsto near zero a t the
11th day. Although the ensemble mean of 50-mb coeffB
cients is positive for the entire 2-week period, it is always
lower than persist,ence.
The correlations for time change from initial value for
1000-,500-, and 50-mb heightsare shown in figure 14.
The figure also indicates the horizontal line a t 0.5, which
may be of help in examining the correlation curve in view
of formula (19). Obviously, the values of this correlation
are appreciably lower than those of the correlations for
the anomaly a t the beginning. I n addition, the values for
all cases are scattered over a wide range. As time goes
on, the correlations for timechange approach a level equal
to or less than 0.5. Formula (19) implies that thedifference
r
bias of the
of
asymptoticvalue from 0.5 is duetothe
,,
60predict,ed climatology. The 1000-mb curve for the mean
4020- c
correlation has some deviation from 0.5 and that of 50 mb
0 6 i i i i s i ; u
;
i
i
l
i
i
3
i
has
a large deviation. Weknow that the model stratosphere
*
DAY 5
does, infact,
includea
considerable systematicbias
FIQURE12.-The standard deviation of height errors
for
(A) (fig. 6). The range of predictability measured from the
1000 mb, (B) 500 mb, and (C)50 mb.
point of crossing of the curve with the 0.5 line coincides
roughly with that measured from the positive correlation
for the anomaly.
mmn
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As to the point beyond which one can safely say that
prediction skill does not exist, there is no consensus. One
may take the crossover point between the mean standard
deviat.ion and normal curves; thiscriterion seems to be too
severe. Alternatively, comparison with persistence may
be made.
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Remarks
1. In t,his study, we used thespatiallyinterpolated
values a t gridpointsfor the verification data, but it is
often mentioned that raw station data
should be used.
We do not entirely agree withthisidea
because our
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1.ol
predictioncan,inprinciple,
treat only the large-scale
features.
0.92. In the early days of numerical weather prediction,
used
the correlation
for
time
change [eq (12)J was
.8extensively [e.g., Staff,
Tekniska
Hogskolan (1954)l;
.7however, its adequacyhas been repeatedlyquestioned.
Grant (1955), for example, commented that it mouldbe
.6more suitable to use a partial correlation coefficient
i
w
from which the effects of variation in the initial departure
WMO
fromnormalhave
been eliminated. Yet,the
Working Group on Pu'umerical Weather Prediction (World
Meteorological Organization 1965) recommended the correlation given byeq
(12) andthestandard
deviation
defined by eq (5). Miyakoda et al. (1969) also adopted
these verification measures.
3. The S1 score (Teweles and Wobus 1954), which is
t,he indication of error in geostrophic vector wind, has
been used by some operationalorganizations (Fawcett
1962, 1969, ShumanandHovermale
1968, Baumhefner
1970, and Robert 1972).
correlation coefficients for the Laplacian of
4. I n Miyakoda et al. (1971), verification was made not FIQURE15.-The
500-mb height anomalies, ~*(.z-.z,).
only for z-z, but also for ~ ~ ( 2 - z, where
~ )
z, is t,he normal
and v2is the Laplacian operator in finite-difference form
as shown below:
regions causes difficulty in applying spherical harmonics.
Therefore,instead of takingtheentire
hemisphere, we
VZx=Xt+~,j+Xt-~.
,+XI, r+l+X, r-1-4Xt. j (20) use a zonal belt of specified latitudinal 1vidt.hand make a
where X is an arbitrary variable, i and j are the grid one-dimensional Fourier analysis of the geopotential
indices for x and y directions, respectively, and, therefore, height along the zonal direction.

v2z corresponds tothe
geostrophic vorticit3. Patterns
of ~ ~ ( z - z , ) have finer structure than z-z, itself. Thus,
in trhe verification of ~ ~ ( z - z , ) , a different spectral range
is being emphasized. Perhaps the dominant spectral ra.nge
affecting the S1 score is midway bet\!-een those affecting
the z-z, and ~ ' ( z - z , ) scores, even though the S1 score
is a measure of the normalized error and the latter two
scores usually concern the correlation coefficients.
Figure 15 shom the correlation coefficient of V*(z-z,)
at the 500-mb level for 12 \!-inter cases. The value is relatively low even from the 1st day, and it dropsrapidly
t.hrough the 3d day.

Trough-Ridge Diagram

To see the time evolution of the atmospheric disturbances, we used the longitude-time chart or the Hovmoller
trough-ridge dia.gram. From this time series of the zonal
distribution of geopotential height, one can see the phase
speed of disturbances.Furthermore, we decompose the
height field into Fourier series in the zonal direction. In
this process, it is convenient to group the waves as follows:
wave numbers 1 and 2 (t.he planetarywaves), 3-5 (the
long waves), 6-10 (the cyclone waves), and 11-15 (quasitwo-dimensional inertialsubrange).
See Sal tzmanand
Fleisher (1960) for the classification and Miyakoda et al.
(1971) for examples.
8. SPECTRALPERFORMANCE
In each group, the height field is reconstructed by synIn a study of scale characteristics, there may be a ques- thesizing the wave components involved. Figure 16 is an
tion as to the proper method of spectral analysis. I n par- example of the spectrally grouped trough-ridge diagram.
ticular, is t8heort,hogonal function approach adequate for This particular case consists of the 500-mb height in the
such an analysis? I t is oft,en argued that an expansion 'in zonal belt between 35' and 45'N for the case of Jan. 17,
t.erms of orthogonal functions is not t,he proper way to 1966, as the initial time. Wave numbers 1 and 2 appear
or to move both westward and eastward, wave numbers 3-5
represent isolated disturbancessuchashurricanes
frontss (e.g., Van Galen 1970). This is true. Nevertheless, are either stationary or slow-moving, and wave numbers
we use that approach here because it is a simple and ob- 6-10 propagatemostlyeastward
at afairlyeven
rate.
jective mathematical tool. However, we must be careful It is interesting to note that wave numbers 11-15 move
how we interpret the result,s.
more slowly than waves 6-10. For more information, we
Among avariety of orthogonalfunctions, the most recommend the recent discussions on planetary wave
logical one for analyzing the disturbance field on the globe behavior given, for example, by Hirota (1968), Bradley
is t.he set of spherical harmonics. They are inconvenient
and Wiin-Nielsen (1968), Deland andJohnson (1968),
for our purposes, however. Paucity of data in t,he tropical Eliasen and Machenhauer (1969), Arai (1970), and
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PRED.

WAVE

1-2

3-5

6-10

11-15

FIQURE
16.-An

example of a 500-mb trough-ridge diagram for various wave number.,. The units of geopotential height contours are
meters. Ridge areas with height values greater than 50m (25m) are stippled, and trough areas with values less than -50m (-25 m)
are hatched for wave numbers 1-2, 3-5, and 6-10 (11-15).

Fischer and Wiin-Nielsen (1971). Arai (1970) showed that
the amplitudes for wave numbers 1-3 are largest at high
latitude; that is, about 60"N. In this sense, the latitu-

489-779 0

- 73 - 4

dinal belt weare now using here may not be quite adeHowever, let US
quate for studyingplanetarywaves.
proceed with our discussion.
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In the results for 1000 and 500 mb (fig. 17), large discrepancies of the predicted amplitudes from the observed
u e noticed a t wave numbers 1-3. This is a serious problem that has already been discussed to a certain extent
by Miyakoda et al. (1971). Surprisingly, higher horizontal
g i d resolution is apparently needed to improve the amplitude of theplanetary waves. We speculate that these
waves are the so-called“forced Rossby” waves and are
infiuenced considerably by condensational heating. Note
thatthe
amplitudes of the predicted cyclone waves
(wave nos. 6-10) are also smaller thanthe observed.
This suggests that the predicted rate of energy release
due to baroclinicity in the medium spectral range is too
weak, a result, in part, of the erroneously large viscosity
dissipation. For wave numbers higher than 16, the predicted amplitude a t 1000 mb is larger than the observed,
which is consistent with the appreciable wiggling of the
height field. In contrast, the wiggling in the 500-mb field
is not large.
At the 50-mb level, the situation is somewhat different
from that at 1000 or 500 mb. For all wave numbers
except 2 and 3, the predicted amplitudes are larger than
the observed. This can be seen by inspecting the predicted
maps. This behavior at lower wave numbers is caused by
the excessively strong cooling in the stratosphere, while
the spurious vertical propagation of disturbances from the
troposphere into the stratosphere a t higher wave numbers
is due primarily to the coarse vertical resolution of the
model.

x100 m

C‘

Verification of the Geopotential
Height for Various Scales

Prediction performance of the solutions is assessed for
each of the four spectral bands. Thefollowing verification
measures areused : the correlation coefficient for anomalies
of height (labeled “Anomaly” in figs. 18-20), the correlation coefficient for thetotal height; that is, normal plus anomaly (labeled “Total”), and the correlation for persistence
of the initial anomaly (labeled “Persist.”).
Figures 18-20 present the scores averaged over the 12
- L + . + + + ~
January cases forthe 1000-,500-, and 50-mb heights,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15
16
17
18
19 20 21
respectively. Numbers are plotted along the abscissa in
these figures; for example, 8 is the number indicated for
WAVE NUMBER
FIQURE
17.“Spectra of geopotential height for (A) 1000 mb, (B) waves 1-2 and 10 for waves 3-5 (fig. 19). These numbers
indicate the days a t which the correlation for anomaly
500 mb, and (C) 50 mb.
becomes zero. Therefore, thelimits of predictability of
the 500-mb heightwiththis
model are approximately
8 days for wave numbers 1-2, 10 days for waves 3-5, 8
days for waves 6-10, and just 3 days for waves 11-15.
Spectrum
Let us take as an example the verification of the 500Figure 17 compares the observed andthe predicted mb height and discuss some of its pronounced features.
spectra of geopotential height for the belt between 35’
and 45ON a t the 1000-, 500-, and 50-mb levels. Both the
1. The correlation of the total height stays fairly high for waves
observed and the predicted curves arecalculated
by 1-2 and 3-5, but at waves 6-10 and 11-15, it coincides almost
averaging the spectra over 4-14 days using 12 cases. The exactly with the correlation for the anomalies.
2. The persistence scores stay high for waves 1-2 and 3-5.
spectra for the January normals are also calculated and
3. The limit of predictablilitg is short for high wave numbers, say
shown for comparison.
11-15, which is easily understandable.

-
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1

3-5

- 6-10

6-10

1

11-15

resolution must be increased. These changes, however,
may not rectify the problem entirely.
Intense subtropical jet and we& polar frontal jet. The
effect of vertical transfer of momentum will improve this
defect.There is some question, however, of how to appropriately represent the effect of internal gravity-wave
propagation (Bretherton 1969, Lilly 1972, Orlanski 1972,
Kung 1966). The excessively high pressure in the polar
9. FUTUREIMPROVEMENT IN THEMODEL
region may also be related tothis problem (Miyakoda
great
The searchcontinuesfor
causes of error in the pre- et al. 1971). The horizontal grid resolutionhasa
of
the
polar
frontal
jet.
effect
also
on
the
representation
diction system, specifically in the areas of data analysis,
Shijted
latitudinal
position
o
f
subtropical
jet.
The
initialization, physical processes, and
mathematical
is
appreciably
controlled
by
the
horiposition
of
the
jet
methods of modeling. Experimentsandtestsare
being
carried out in each of the individual areas [e.g., the in- zontal grid resolution of the model because the meridional
vestigation by Miyakoda et al. (1971) on the effects of component of flow is influenced by the resolution. Simihorizontal resolution]. I n this section, me describe possible larly, the Hadley circulation is greatly influenced by the
worthwhile revisions to the present model. The time range vertical grid resolution. The calculated jet is shifted polethe horizontal resolution is increased. This
of prediction andthecomponents
of simulation are wardas
tendency
is
also seen in models constructed independently
classified into two categories: general circulation features
GFDL
model (e.g., Baer and Alyea 1971, Wellck e t
of
the
and transient circulation features (i.e., forecasts less than
1971). In other words, merely increasing grid resolution
al.
4 days, forecastsof 5-7 days, andforecasts beyond 8 days).
does not improve this defect.
Discrepancies of height fields. To explain the error fields
General Circulation
in figures 4-6, we must consider several relevant causes.
Low temperature in winter. Interaction with the other
Examples includethe erroneous sensible heat flux from the
hemisphere mustbe
incorporatedand
the horizontal ocean surface, the inappropriate release of latent heat, the
Of more concern is the poor prediction for waves 1-2; it is
even worse than for waves 3-5. In fact, the prediction of
anomalies for waves 1-2 is either equal to or worse than
persistence from the very beginning. Fawcett (1969) also
reported a large error in wave numbers 1-5 for the NMC
operational model.
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enumerated lor the general circulation,and possible related causes have been mentioned. We shall now enumerate
the elements of the prediction processes and discuss which
. 9
.'... ..........._.
......_._
..,
1.Or
of thetransientfeatures
willbe
improved because of
improvements in those elements.
3-5
Accuracy in the a d y s i s of initial duta. The most imIn parportant element to consider istheinitialdata.
ticular, the poor representation over the oceans must be
improved. Hopefully,temperatureand
wind data pro7
vided
by
satellites
and
the
"four-dimensional
analysis"
1.0y
1
technique will help overcome this deficiency.We can,
however, expectlittleimprovement
over thecurrent
6-10
accuracy of data over the United States.
The4ini&ql&ga$io% We must have a better initialization
t,echnique; one that will considerably reduce theinitial
shock (Miyakoda and Moyer 1968, Nitta and Hovermale
1969). The method used in our present systemmay damage
the initial conditions excessively, but there is no tangible
evidence of a substantial effect on the prediction. [Gaunt11-15
lett and Hincksman (1971), however, have claimed an improvement.] The application of four-dimensional data assimilation may possibly preclude the need for initialization.
Horizontal grid resolution. Conceptually, higher resoluis required for accurately depicting
the small-scale
tion
r
DAYS
structure of the flow field, but it is not obvious whether
this automatically guarantees a
good result. Tests have
indicated clearlx, however, that an increase of gridpoints
FIGURE
20.-Same as in figure 18 for 50-mb level.
(from N=40 to N=80) considerably improves the
vorticity prediction.
Higher order differencing of the "finite element" method
artificial equatorialboundary, the erroneous amount of
been suggested, andthismethod
latent heat over the Sahara Desert, the
lack of vertical (spline method)has
transfer of momentum and heat in the free atmosphere, should receive ample attention in its own right. However,
the excessively large dissipation due to horizontal viscosity, so far, t,here are no reports of substantiallyimproved
and the weak horizontal eddy mixing in terms of v r T r , v r ~ 1 ' , predictions except for test.s made on a mathematical
and so forth, because of the poor horizontal grid resolution. pattern.
Vertical grid resolution. The increase of vertical resoluAt present, it is difficult,to place a hierarchy on the degree
of influence of the various effect,s; possibly they are all tion may help to improve the small-scale flow as well.
Apreliminarytest
showed that, forthe 2-week period,
related.
difference in t.he resultsfor the troposphere
U'euk eddy kinetic energy.The horizontal resolution must thereisa
be increased and the horizontal viscosity must be reduced between the nine-level model and the six-level model
further. To decrease the riscosity coefficient, however, we (Gaunt,lett 1969), but there is no appreciable difference
between t,he 18-level and the nine-level models. Further
need more stable finite differencing.
SmaU amplitudes sf wavenumbers
1 , 2, and 3. The study is needed to draw a definite conclusion.
horizontal resolution should be increased (to N=80 at
least), but that alone is not enough. It may be that the Transient Circulation at 4-8 Days
difference in surface drag coefficient over land or sea, or
perhaps a difference in t,he roughness parameter, must be
Horizontaltruncationerror.
Definite improvement was
considered. The incorporation of thediurnalvariation
shown in the predictability of cyclone-scale disturbances
may also be effective, but, toinclude the diurnal effect, one (zonal m-ave .nos. 6-10) withthe increase of horizontal
must' revise the transfer mechanism (Delsol et al. 1971).
resolution from N=40 to hT=80. In the surface pressure
The defective stratosphere. Fmt, the vertical grid res- pattern
(a
1000-mb geopotential
height
field),
antiolution must be increased (Manabeand
Hunt 1968, cyclones and cyclones are better organized in the N=80
Miyakoda e t al. 1970, Matsuno 1971). Further elaboration model, whereas, inthe
N=40 model, theyarequite
is deferred until the aboverefinement is completed.
dispersed.

1

I

"
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T h e wiggZing. Comput.ationa1 noise is foundin
the
numerical solutions. This is increasingly noticeable as
the grid interval becomes smaller. The verification
measures indicate t,hat the prediction resu1t.s deteriorate,
considerably after about 4 days, due partly to theincrease
of wigglings. Removal of the wiggling byasmoothing
process increases the verification score to some extent.
The wiggling is possibly related to the nature of the
particular“parameterized
process for convection”and
the initialization
technique.
Methods
to modify the
degree of suddennessor thespatial independencehave
been designed to overcome the parameterization process
problems, but the superiority of one method over another
is difficult to prove.
As mas previously mentioned, initialization techniques
must be devised to alleviate the initialshock. For example,
during the first 3 days, the tropical precipitation field is
builtupfroma
calm stat’e.This process presumably
creates the largest fictitious shock. The new init,ialization
t,echnique must eliminate t,his effect.
Theboundary-layertransferprocess.
We used in this
study a boundary-layer treatment that assumes neutral
stratification.Moresophisticatedtransfer
processes in
the “constant-flux
layer,”
such
as
the
treatment
of
Xlonin-Obukhov, remove
unstable
conditions
at
the
ground surface; and, as a result, the flon- and temperature
fields appearsmoother.Anotherfactorcontributingto
the smoothness of the surfacefeatures is the vertical
diffusion of temperatureintheEkman
layer. Without
this effect, serious cold spot,s are formed along the coast”
lines whenever air flows from land to sea (Delsol et al.
1971).
Transient Circulation Beyond 8 Days
Injluence of the Tropics and the other hemisphere on the
not
been
midlatitudes. Although the mechanism has
established, there is strong evidence that the hemispheric
model is seriously limit,ed for forecasts beyond 8 days. It
is not clear whether this limitation is due predominantly
to the exist,ence of the artificial boundary a t the Equs,t,or,
thelack of data (the calm state) in thetropicalinitial
conditions,.orthe
absence of communicationwith the
SouthernHemisphere.
Atanyrat,e,
a global model is
definitely needed.
Sea-su,rface
temperature
anomaly. The effect of this
anomaly on the large-scale motionis sizable. This does
not necessarily suggest, however, that an air-sea interaction model is absolutely necessary for thisrange of
prediction.
Verticalresolution. Preliminarytests showed that the
increase of verticalresolutioncontributesin
two n-ays.
First,it improvestheprediction
of thestratosphere,
it causes
particularlythetropicalstratosphere.Second,
an appreciable weakening of the Hadley circulation. The
reason forthe latteris not clear.

TABLEZ.-Tht: period for which forecast skill is recognized
Level (mh)

50
500
1000

Correlation for Correlation for
anomnlies ahove anomalies above
0
persistence

14<
10
9

0
10
6

Correlation for
time chunge
above 0.5

(days)

Standard
deviation
compswd with
normnl

8

10
6

5
5
3

10. CONCLUSIONS
Thestatistical diagnosis of the predictionresultsrevealed the following abilities and limitations for the 1967
version of the model.

General Circulation Features
The predicted temperature is 2O C lower than observed
for the major part of troposphere in it3s zonal mean and
4’ C lower for the middle Stratosphere.
The zonal wind is generally too strong. The intensity of
the subtropical jet at the tropopause level is larger than
the observed by 3 mjs in the zonal mean, and that of the
stratosphericpolar-night jet, is also appreciablylarger.
The predicted polar frontal jet in t~he troposphere,on the
other hand, is too weak.
The predictededdykinetic
energy is lower thanthe
observed by 25 percent a t the maximum in the meridional
section of the zonally averaged pattern.

Transient Circulation Features
Verification of the prediction againsttheobservation
for the geopotential Relds in terms of t’hecorrelation coefficients for the anomalies, the correlation coefficient for the
time change from the initial field, and the standard deviation of height, error indicates the skill of the forecast for
the 50-, 500-, and 1000-mb levels (table 2).

Spectral Performance
The geopotential Relds in the zonal belt. between 35’
and 45OK are decomposed into Fourier series for the zonal
direction. The predicted wave amplitudes have t,he folloming characteristics.
At the 500-mb level, wave numbers 1-3 are excessively
underestimated. This is the most serious discrepancy. The
medium-sized waves (wave nos. 6-13) are also too weak.
BeJTond wave number 13, thepredictedamplitudesare
weaker t,han observed,but to a lesser degree.
The situation a t the 1000-mb level is similar to that at
500-mb with one pronounced difference; for n-ave numbers larger t,han 16, the predict.ed waves are more intense
than the observed, indicating that the wiggling dominates
the forecast field in the lowest level of the atmosphere. The
correlation coefficient fortheanomaliesin
thevarious
spectralbandsindicates that theshorterRossbywaves
(wave nos. 3-5) are predicted best and
that the limit of
predictabilityfor them is about 10 days in the middle
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